Cat1: I can see that you've got quite a mind

HORTON Think of an elephant up in a tree

for your age!

MAYOR, MRS. MAYOR, WHO’S: Think of

Cat 2: Why, one Think and you dragged me

a person too tiny to see

Right onto the stage!

GERTRUDE Think of a bird with a one-

Cat 3: Now, I'm here, there is no telling what

feather tail

may ensue

ALL Going on adventure down a dangerous

Cats: With a Cat such as me, and a Thinker

trail! Aagh

like you!

MAYZIE Think a bird who ies off on a
spree

CATS: Oh, the Thinks you can think! Oh, the

SOUR KANGAROO Think of a kangaroo,

Thinks you can think If you're willing to try...

sour as can be

Cat 1: Think invisible ink!

WICKERSHAMS Think of some monkeys

Cat 2: Or a gink with a stink

with trouble in store

Cat 3: Or a stair to the sky...

CATS Think of something horrible and hairy
ALL Something sinister and scary

Cats: If you open your mind

That you never dared to think of before

Oh, the Thinks you will nd

Think of nobody here And the feeling of fear

Lining up to get loose...

And the darkness of night

Oh, the Thinks you can think When you think

Oooh Oooh...

about...

All alone in your room As you're facing your
doom

ALL: Seuss! Seuss! Seuss! Seuss! Seuss!

CATS (spoken) Think a glimmer of light

Seuss! Seuss!... Seuss!

ALL (with relief) Aah Aah

Oh, the Thinks you can think!

CAT1: But I hope you're prepare

Any Thinker who thinks can come up with a

CAT 2: To be scareder than scared

few

ALL: Cause this ain't mother goose

CATS Oh, the Thinks you can think!

CAT 3: (spoken) Danger’s right on the brink

ALL Think a trip on a ship to the Vipper of

ALL When you Think about Seuss (multiple

Vipp Or to Solla Sollew

times

CATS (spoken) Think of beautiful Schlopp ...
JOJO (spoken) With a cherry on top!
ALL You don't need an excuse!
ALL: Oh, the Thinks you can think
When you think about Seuss! Seuss! Seuss!
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Seuss! Seuss....

HERE ON WH
HORTON Hello? Is anyone there? Who are
you
MR.MAYORL: Wel
MR. & MRS. MAYOR: We’re Whos here.
We are Whos here
Smaller than the eye can see
It's true, sir.
We're who's who, sir.
MR. MAYOR: I’m a Who …
MRS. MAYOR and JOJO …and so are we.
WHO’S: We're tiny little people Blowing by
in the air
Wondering how and why
We're on Who, The ti-iniest planet in the sky!
WHOS A-ladela-deladela who who A-ladeladeladela who
MRS. MAYOR Who!
WHOS A-ladela-deladela who who A-ladeladela... We're Whos here, Win or lose here,
Struggling to stay alive.
Each gust propels our dust. Oh,
How the heck do Whos survive?
At any given moment We could crash or be
drowned,
Hitting the ground, oh my! Here on Who, The
ti-iniest planet in the sk
MR. MAYOR MRS. MAYOR, JOJO
It’s up to you, sir.
Please help Who, sir.
You're the only one who hears.
You must, sir! Save our dust, sir! Now that
we have reached your ears!
WHOS: We’re tiny little people Saying
thanks in advance
Hoping perchance, you'll try!...
Here on Who, The ti-iniest planet in… the…
sky...
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HORTON (spoken) I won't let you down. No,
I won't let you fall. (sung) A person's a person

No matter how small. A person's a person No
matter how small.
WHOS
Whoooo

GREEN EGGS AND HAM
I do not like green eggs and ham
I do not like them, Sam-I-am
I do not like them here or there
I do not like them anywhere
Not in a house, not with a mouse
Not here or there, not anywhere
I do not like green eggs and ham
I do not like them, Sam-I-am
Could you? Would you? With a goat?
Could you? Would you? On a boat?
Could you? Would you? In the rain?
Could you? Would you? On a train?
Not with a goat, not on a boat
Not in the rain, not on a train
Not in a house, not with a mouse
Oh, no
Not in a box, not with a fox
Not in a tree, you let me be
I do not like green eggs and ham
I do not like them, Sam-I-am

ANYTHINGS POSSIBLE:
JOJO
This might be a pool,
Like I've read of in books,
Connected to one of those underground brooks!
An underground river
That starts here and flows
Right under this bathtub!
And thenWho knows!
CATS/JOJO
It's possible!
Anything's possible!
JOJO
It might go along,
Down where no one can see
Right under state highway
Two hundred and three!
Right under the wagons!
Right under the toes
Of Mrs. Umbroso! ...
Who's hanging out clothes!
CATS/JOJO
It's possible!
Anything's possible.
It's possible!
Anything's possible!
JOJO
This might be a river
Now mightn't it be,
Connecting McElligot's Pool with the sea!
Then maybe some fish might be swimming...
Swimming toward me!
FISH FALSETTO GROUP
Ah! Oo-wee-ee-ee-ee-ooh!
It's possible!
It's possible...
Ah! Oo-wee-ee-ee-ee-ooh!
It's possible
It's possible...
Ah!
JOJO/FISH
Oh, the sea is so full Ooh ... Wah-ooh ...
Of a number of fish
If a fellow is patient Ooh ... Wah-ooh ...
He might get his wish!
And that's why I think Ooh ... Wah-ooh ...
That I'm not such a fool

When I sit here and fish
In McElligot's pool!
It's possible. It's possible
It's possible
Anything's
Possible. Possible.
It's possible. It's possible
It's possible
Anything's
Possible. Possible.
JOJO
It's possible...
Anything...
Anything...
MR. MAYOR
Jojo! The tub's overflowed on the floor!
The water is running right under the door!
MRS. MAYOR
The ceiling is peeling! You've flooded the den!
Oh, JoJo, I think you've been Thinking again!
MR. MAYOR
I say this with firmness and terrible sorrow,
Young man, we will deal with you come
tomorrow!
(MR. and MRS. MAYOR exit)
JOJO
I still think
That I'm not such a fool
When I sit here and fish
In McElligot's pool!
CATS
It's possible.
ALL
Anything's ...
Possible!

HORTON SITS ON THE EGG/
DILEMMA
ALL
Then carefully, tenderly, gently he crept
Up the trunk to the nest
Where the little egg slept
Then Horton the elephant smiled
HORTON: Now that's that
ALL
And he sat and he sat
And he sat and he sat
He sat all that day
And he kept the egg warm
And he sat all that night
Through a terrible storm
HORTON I'm cold and I'm wet,
and I'm catching the flu.
Oh, Mayzie, please hurry!
I've got to save Who!
Oh, Mayzie, please hurry!
I've got to save Who!
GERTRUDE (spoken) Horton, I brought you
a scarf.
HORTON (spoken) Thank you, Gertrude.
Have you heard from Mayzie?
GERTRUDE She sent a card from Palm
Beach.
HORTON Palm Beach! Gertrude, what if she
never comes back?
GERTRUDE Don't worry, she will.
ALL
And then came the winter
The snow and the slee
And icicles hung From his trunk and his fee
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HORTON (resolute) I can't leave this nest

No, I meant what I said
This egg might get frozen
But the Whos might be dead
I couldn't say no When I heard Mayzie beg
Now I'm caught between a dust speck And an
incubating egg!

CATS
Kid. Fasten your seatbelt. Cause now things go
wrong!
WICKERSHAMS
Yeah!
WICKERSHAMS
There's a rustle in the bushes.
There's a tremble in the trees.
Hear it like a whisper
Smell it on the summer breeze.
Mm-hmm!
WICKERSHAMS
Somethin' big is getting nearer Ooh ...mm-hmm!
Somethin' big is comin' through Ooh ...mm-hmm
Got some monkey business Ah ...
That's what we intend to do…

So you're still talking to dust oh, that's hot!
WICKERSHAM #2
A dust speck that's all full of Whos who are not!
WICKERSHAM #3
There aren't any Whos. Why I don't hear a sound!
WICKERSHAMS
Come on! We've gotta monkey... Monkey around!
HORTON
Hey! Give that back! Stop!
SOUR KANGAROO
Up out of the jungle
Up into the sky.
Up over the mountains
ALL
Ten thousand feet high.

Come on!
I wanna monkey,
Monkey around
Come on!
I gotta monkey
Monkey around
Come on!
We're gonna monkey
Ooh, we're gonna monkey around! Ooh!

SOUR KANGAROO
Then down from the mountains
And into the news-

HORTON
The Wickershams. Uh, hello.

CAT 2
This is the cat in the hat
Live from Skycam Five.
Folks, the Jungle of Nool
Is one heck of a drive.
We've got monkeys backed up
To the three-oh-two
I'd find alternate routes
If I were you!
ALL
Then over the desert,
The Desert of Dreze!
And into the forest
With thousands of trees
Past Sneetches on beaches

WICKERSHAM #2
Well, it's bigger than a breadbox
WICKERSHAM # 1,3
Mm-hmm!
WICKERSHAM #3
Hey, it's wider than a whale!
WICKERSHAMS #1,2
Mm-hmm!
WICKERSHAM #1
Peanut butter breath
WICKERSHAMS
And scared to death from head to tail!
WICKERSHAM #1

ALL
Went Horton the elephant
Chasing the Whos!
Chasing the Whos!
Chasing the Whos!

SOUR KANGAROO
And sour kangaroos!
ALL
Went Horton the elephant
Chasing the Whos Chasing the Whos!

Chasing the...
Chasing the Whos! Chasing the Whos!
WICKERSHAM 1
Still chasing your dust?
Why it's safe as can be.
WICKERSHQM 2
We're monkeys to trust
Or don't you agree?
WICKERSHAM 3
Well, just to be sure
We are handing it off
WICKERSHAMS
To a black-bottomed eagle named
VLAD
Vlad Vladikoff!!
HORTON
No! Please! Wait!!
WHOS
AHHHHHHHH!
ONE FEATHERED TAIL/ AMAZING
MAYZIE
Doo doo, doo doo, doo doo, doo doo doo doo...
There once was a girl bird named Gertrude
McFuzz
And she had the smallest plain tail ever was.
One droopy-droop feather, that's all that she had
And oh! That one feather made Gertrude so sad
She curled it. She dyed it she gave it a puff
She decked it with flowers
But it wasn't enough.
For no matter what,
It just was what it wasA tail that simply wasn't meant
To catch the eye of an elephant...

The one feather tail of Miss Gertrude McFuzz
MAYZIE
Poor little Gertrude!
A sorry sight!
Well, I'm gonna take you under my wing
And baby, you'll be all right!
I was once a plain little bird like you, kid.
One pathetic feather was all I grew.
I had nothing showoff-ish.
What's a plain bird to do?
And there's certainly nothing showoff-ish on you!
GERTRUDE
Thank you, Mayzie
MAYZIE
Then I made a plan for my self-improvement
No more crumbs. I vowed I would have the cake!
Yes, I went to the doctorALL
Doctor Dake by the lake!
MAYZIE
And he told me
What sort of a pill I should take...
Now I'm ......
Amayzing Mayzie!
As feathered as feathered can be now!
Amayzing Mayzie!
It was all for sale!
ALL
Amayzing Mayzie!
MAYZIE
The birds are all whistling at me now.
ALL
Amayzing Mayzie!
MAYZIE
Baby, that's my tail!
ALL
High or low
GERTRUDE
Gee, it's fabulous!
ALL
Watch her go

ALL

GERTRUDE
Gee, I'm envious!

Solla Sollew, Solla Sollew
Solla Sollew, Solla Sollew

ALL
To and fro,Mayzie's fabulous tail!

Solla Sollew, Solla Sollew
Solla Sollew, Solla Sollew

GERTRUDE
I wish I had one like it.

Solla Sollew, Solla Sollew

ALL
Left and right

HORTON

GERTRUDE
Best I've ever seen.

And I'll be home with you
YOPP!

ALL
Day or night

HORTON
Do you hear what I hear? Do you see what I
mean? They made themselves heard though
they still can't he seen!

MAYZIE
Kid, you're turning green!
ALL
What a sightMayzie's fabulous tail!

GERTRUD
They've proved they are persons, no matter
how small.

MAYZIE
Get those pills
Get the pills
And you can have frills
Frills!

HORTON
And their whole world was saved by the
small- est of all!

MAYZIE & BIRD GIRLS
For all the world to see.
And you can be amayzing-

SOUR KANGAROO How true! Yes, how
true! Said the sour kangaroo. And, from now
on, you know what I'm planning to do? From
now on, I'm going to protect them with you!
And the young kangaroo in her pouch said

MAYZIE
Almost...
As amayzing...
As me!!!

SMALL KANGAROO Me, too!

SOLLA SOLLEW
There's a faraway land, so the stories all tell
Somewhere beyond the horizon
If we can find it then all will be well
Troubles there are few, someday we'll go to
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ALL
YOPP
CATS
And Jojo was honored as "Thinker non-stop".

Solla Sollew, Solla Sollew

 


CATS Their troubles were ended, they hailed
his great.

MR. AND MRS. MAYOR
Now all Jojo's thinks would forever be heard.
CATS
Including this think
AL
(hushed wonder and amazement)
An elephant bird
OH THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK
(FINALE
ALL
Oh, the thinks you can think
Think and wonder and dream
Far and wide as you dare...
When your thinks have run dr
In the blink of an eye
There's another world there
If you open your mind
Oh, the thinks you will nd
Lining up to get loos
Oh, the thinks you can thin
Oh, the thinks you can think
Oh, the thinks you can think
Oh, the thinks you can think
Oh the thinks you can thin
When you think about Seuss!
When you think about Seuss!
When you think about Seuss
Seu-u-u-u-u Seu... Seu... Seu... Seu... Seuss!
Seuss! Seuss! Seu-u-u-uss Seuss! Seuss!
Seuss! Seu-u-u-u-u Seu... Seu... Seuss! Seuss!
Seu... Seu... Seuss! Seuss! Seu-u-u-uss Seuss!
Seuss! Seuss
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